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C
oast Weekend is hiring 
freelancers to write 
one to three stories 

per month and help paint the 
arts-and-entertainment land-
scape of the Columbia-Pacific 
region.

We’re looking for writers 
who can blend dispassionate 
reporting with a lively feature 
style to produce stories that 
are tight, clean and colorful. 
Let us know if you prefer 
to craft a story over several 
weeks and if you are available 
to turn around a story in a

few days.
Selected applicants will 

get experience interviewing 
sources, gathering informa-
tion, working with an editor, 
generating clippings and 
having a byline.

Though Coast Weekend fo-
cuses primarily on previewing 
events (rather than covering 
them), many stories also high-
light interesting personalities 
and ongoing projects, such as 
art exhibitions.

Please send work samples 
to editor@coastweekend.com. 
(Submissions should not have 
been signifi cantly worked over 
by an editor beforehand.)

Coast Weekend hiring freelancers
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SEAVIEW — Run On 
Sentence, a band formed 
in Portland in 2007, will be 
performing at the Sou’west-
er Lodge (3728 J Place, 
Seaview, Washington) 8 to 
10 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 27. 
The event is free and open to 
the public.

Based on the songs of 
Dustin Hamman, Run On 
Sentence involves a rotating 
cast of musicians but the 
core duo is Hamman (guitar 
and vocals) and Dan Galucki 
(drums).

Though the lineup shifts 
frequently, Hamman is 
always front and center, 
sharing his blend of intimate 
lyrics and dynamic musi-
cal amalgamations, often 
consisting of elements of 

soul, folk, psych, rock and 
country, according to press 
materials.

Over the years, Run On 
Sentence has shared mem-
bers with Portland bands like 
Loch Lomond, The Builders 

and The Butchers, Laura 
Gibson and Wooden Indian 
Burial Ground. They’ve also 
shared the stage with some 
of their favorite national 
artists, such as Rodriguez 
and Vic Chesnutt.

Run On Sentence plays the Sou’wester
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